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When public and private finance are contracting, European funding can provide an alternative source of 
finance and help unlock domestic funds. It can also enable co-operation with partners in other European 
regions. Many EU funds require projects to be cutting-edge and catalytic, helping remove the need for such 
funding in future. Dissemination of results is a key requirement for many programmes, so that the experience 
and lessons of each project may be shared beyond the immediate partnership. 

The broad heading of European funding brings together a large number of funds that operate in different 
ways. Some provide loans and some provide grants, some are aimed at major industry partners and some 
are aimed at SMEs, some require other European partners and others don’t.  Many of the funds available to 
the South East are thematic, but funds such as Interreg Cross-Border cover a number of different themes. 
For example, marine is a cross-cutting theme in this document, reflecting the fact that marine projects can be 
financed through a number of EU programmes that are not explicitly marine-related.

This guide aims to set out these differences and bring clarity to the range of funding options available to help 
partners navigate the EU funding landscape. Whilst not an exhaustive list of all funds, it seeks to share 
SEEDA’s accumulated expertise in winning EU funding with local partners to help them continue to bring funds 
into the South East after SEEDA’s closure. 

Introduction

Past successes – what can be achieved? 

The South East, the UK’s gateway to the rest of Europe, has had considerable success in bidding for European funding and building 
cross-border and transnational partnerships. SEEDA has extensive experience of running EU projects and programmes, which have 
levered around €65m (approximately £51m) into the region since SEEDA’s establishment. This has led to the creation of a large 
network of active project partners elsewhere in Europe, covering a variety of fields. 

HSTConnect, led by SEEDA, brought together 27 partners from the UK, France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany and focused 
on enhancing the high-speed train network throughout North West Europe. It had a total value of €50m and helped to leverage 
significant further public and private sector investment ensuring that the development of the High Speed Train (HST) network adds 
value in terms of social and economic regeneration and sustainability. Research undertaken by the HST projects to measure the 
impact of the investments estimates that, in total, around €767m had been invested in the HST investment locations.

The POWER Programme, also led by SEEDA, brings together seven regions from the UK, Spain, Italy, Poland, the Netherlands, 
Sweden and Estonia. It aims to drive the low-carbon economy and funds nine sub-projects in participating regions. These projects 
improve the effectiveness of regional development policies through the exchange, sharing and transfer of policy experience, knowledge 
and good practices. POWER has a total value of €5.8m. 
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Match-funding
Consider how much match-funding you will need and where it will come from before starting to work on a proposal. Match-funding 
is in short supply and the majority of funding programmes will only fund 50-75% of the project costs. Look carefully at programme 
rules, for example on combining different sources, as they can differ. 

The right partners
Bidding for European funding is becoming increasingly competitive. The Commission is often looking for projects that bring together 
the best possible partners in a particular field. Do not rely on partners from current or previous projects in competitive transnational 
programmes; look for the most cutting-edge regions in whichever field the project is focusing on to maximise the chance of success. 
Always check that partners are legally-constituted entities in accordance with the programme guidelines. 

European Added-Value
European funding is not intended to fund projects or activities that would have happened without EU intervention. It is vital to show the 
European dimension of the project. It should be of European significance, in the majority of cases must show meaningful co-operation 
with other European partners, and demonstrate how the results of the project will benefit other organisations beyond the project partners. 

Originality
Some exceptions apply (e.g. Marco Polo funding for modal shift) but the majority of funds will not fund activity that they consider 
duplicates or replicates previous or ongoing projects. Always use the programme website to check what has already been 
funded; if your proposal or project idea has already been funded then be ready to adapt it as necessary. 

Check the Work Programme
Most programmes adopt an annual Work Programme, dictating which particular topics will be addressed in that year’s call for 
proposals and how much funding will be available for each topic. Meticulous reading of the Work Programme can help shape a 
successful proposal and avoid some of the more common mistakes. 

Timing 
European funding is rarely an option for rapid access to financing. Calls are often only published annually and are open for around 
two to four months. The Commission then has to evaluate all proposals and once a proposal is approved a process of contract 
negotiation begins. Not all programmes are identical but 12 months is an average time from project idea to contract signature. 

Resources
Do not underestimate the resources necessary to put together a proposal, and plan accordingly. Use the experience and expertise 
of all partners in the consortium. Make use of the National contact points or the European Commission Helpdesk wherever possible. 
Some programmes offer a proposal pre-checking service. Allow time for this service and make use of it wherever it is available. 
Previous projects have an obligation under many funds to make information available and answer queries; they can also be a valu-
able source of advice and information and details can often be be found on a programme website. 

Licences, Assessments, Planning
Some projects will require certain administrative approvals at national level. This may differ from one European partner to another. 
Ensure that these administrative issues have been considered in good time and that the necessary licences and approvals are in 
place. Consider State Aid issues where there is private sector involvement in large-scale projects. 

Tips for Success
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Interreg IVB North West Europe (NWE)

What it funds: The NWE Programme funds projects that contribute to the cohesive and sustainable territorial development of NWE.  
It supports transnational co-operation to address the common challenges for EU Member States, regions and other authorities. 

There are four priorities: 
• Developing the NWE knowledge-based economy by capitalising on our capacity for innovation
• Sustainable management of natural resources and of natural areas and technological risks
• Improving connectivity in NWE by promoting intelligent and sustainable transport and ICT solutions
• Promoting strong and prosperous communities at transnational level. 

Programme value: €355m over 2007-2013.

Remaining funds until 2013: 
• Priority 1: €37.9m
• Priority 2: €10.1m
• Priority 3: €34.1m
• Priority 4: €27.1m.

Intervention rate: up to 50% of eligible costs.

Partnership requirements: partners from at least two EU Member States in the co-operation area or exceptionally with one partner 
from outside the area.

Participants: legal entities in the public, private and not-for-profit sectors in all areas of the South East.

Call schedule: The next call will be launched in March 2011. Calls will be launched around every six months until all funds are allocated.

Website: nweurope.eu 

National contact point: Paula MacLachlan, paula@interreg.org.uk, tel: 0117 9441082.

Interreg IVB North Sea Programme

What it funds: The principal aim of the Programme is to expand the scope of territorial co-operation and focus on high quality 
projects in innovation, the environment, accessibility, and sustainable and competitive communities. There are four Programme 
priorities to promote transnational co-operation that:
• Increase the overall level of innovation taking place across the North Sea Region, 
• Enhance the quality of the environment in the North Sea Region, 
• Improve the accessibility of places in the North Sea Region, 
• Deliver sustainable and competitive communities.

Programme value: €138m over 2007-2013.

Remaining funds until 2013:
• Priority 1: €3.4m
• Priority 2: €0.5m over-commitment
• Priority 3: €15.39m
• Priority 4: €4.25m

Intervention rate: up to 50% of eligible costs.

Partnership requirements: at least three partners from three EU Member States.

Participants: within the South East only Kent and Medway are in the co-operation area. Legally constituted public or private partners. 

Call schedule: the 6th call will open in February 2011 and the 7th call in September 2011. Calls will be launched at intervals until 
all funds are allocated. 

Website: northsearegion.eu 

National contact point: Jon Jordan, European Policy Solutions, jonjordan@btinternet.com, tel: 01259 781404.

INTERREG
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Interreg IVA Channel Programme

What it funds: The Interreg IVA France (Channel) - England Programme aims to promote a space of common citizenship fostering 
a sense of belonging to a cross-border area, between the French and English partners. 

The Programme’s priorities are: 
• Reinforce the sense of belonging to a common space and the awareness of shared interests, e.g. projects promoting mutual 

learning of language and culture
• Build partnerships between players involved in cross-border economic development, and between centres of excellence, e.g. 

projects supporting the launching of new enterprises
• Build an attractive common space to live in and visit, e.g. projects sharing in cultural activities
• Ensure sustainable environmental development of the common space, e.g. projects promoting renewable energies.

Programme value: €173.5m over 2007-2013.

Remaining funds until 2013: 
• Priority 1: €11.2m
• Priority 2: €34.4m
• Priority 3: €25.4m
• Priority 4: €23.1m

Intervention rate: up to 50% of eligible costs, or up to 75% for micro-projects or those led by associations or SMEs.

Partnership requirements: at least one partner from each side of the Channel.

Participants: Legally constituted public or private partners in Brighton and Hove, East and West Sussex, Portsmouth, Southampton, 
Hampshire, isle of Wight, Medway and Kent.

Call schedule: The next call will be published in February 2011. Three calls are envisaged per year until 2014. One call is 
envisaged in 2015. 

Website: interreg3.com 

National contact points: Solene Ferreira, Medway District Council, solene.ferreira@medway.gov.uk, tel: 01634 33 8144. 
Dean Morrison, Hastings Borough Council, dmorrison@hastings.gov.uk, tel: 01424 451795

Interreg IVA Two Seas Programme

What it funds: The Two Seas Programme combines old and new partners within an extended geographical area across a maritime border. 
It has the following four priorities: 
• Priority 1 – Creating an economically competitive, attractive and accessible area
• Priority 2 – Promoting and enhancing a safe and healthy environment
• Priority 3 – Improving quality of life
• Priority 4 – Common priority with the France (Channel) – England programme.

Programme value: €167m over 2007-2013.

Remaining funds until 2013: 
• Priority 1: €26.3m
• Priority 2: €23.7m
• Priority 3: 25.4m
• Priority 4: €11.2m.

Intervention rate: up to 50% of eligible costs.

Partnership requirements: projects must have one partner from the UK and at least one other partner from another EU Member State.

Participants: Legally constituted public or private partners in Brighton and Hove, East and West Sussex, Portsmouth, Southampton, 
Hampshire, Isle of Wight, Medway and Kent.

Call schedule: The schedule is subject to amendment but further calls are planned in May 2011, November 2011 and May 2012. 

Website: interreg4a-2mers.eu 

National contact point: Anita Bungaroo, Territorial Facilitator, a.bungaroo@interreg4a-2mers.eu, tel: 07863 813 315.
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Interreg IVC Transnational Programmes

What it funds: Interreg IVC aims, by means of inter-regional co-operation, to improve the effectiveness of regional development 
policies and contribute to economic modernisation and increased competitiveness of Europe. It aims to achieve this by enabling local 
and regional actors across the EU to exchange their experiences and knowledge; matching regions less experienced in a certain 
policy field with more advanced regions; and ensuring the transfer of good practices into Structural Funds mainstream programmes. 

It has two priorities: 
• Innovation and the knowledge economy
• Environment and risk prevention.

Programme value: €321m over 2007-2013.

Average project size: Between €1m and €2m excluding match-funding. The minimum grant is €500,000 and the maximum is €5m.  

Intervention rate: Up to 75% of eligible costs.

Partnership requirements: A minimum of three partners, two of which must be from EU Member States.

Participants: Public bodies and bodies governed by public law.

Call schedule: The next call will be published in January / February 2011, closing in April 2011. As the programme is nearing its 
end, mini-programmes and capitalisation projects will no longer be eligible. 

Website: i4c.eu/about_programme

National contact point: Miranda Abrey, Department for Communities and Local Government, miranda.abrey@communities.gsi.gov.uk, 
tel: 0207 9443911.
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South East England (ERDF) Operational Programme

What it funds: The aim of the South East England Operational Programme is to "promote competitiveness in South East England 
whilst contributing to reducing the region's ecological footprint." 

To achieve this aim the Programme has established three objectives:
• To raise levels of knowledge and innovation across all business sectors in order to support more resource efficient   
               business practices, boosting profitability and long-term competitiveness
• To stimulate innovation and job creation in new and emerging ecologically-driven market sectors
• To reduce the rate of growth of the region's ecological footprint, whilst stimulating economic growth.

Programme value: £22m over 2007-2013.

Intervention rate: 50%.

Partnership requirements: no partners required.

Participants: local authorities, statutory or non-statutory public funded bodies, voluntary/community organisations and some private 
sector organisations (subject to state aid compliance). All organisations must be legally constituted.

Call schedule: Round 4 call will be launched in early 2011 with a budget of approximately £4m - £5m. 

Website: seeda.co.uk/what-we-do/european-investment/erdf 

National contact point: Gilly Bartrip, SEEDA, gillybartrip@seeda.co.uk, tel: 01483 484200. 

European Social Fund (ESF)

What it funds: There are two ESF priorities in the South East: 
• Priority 1 – Extend employment opportunities to increase employment and reduce unemployment and inactivity   
               and to help tackle barriers to work faced by disadvantaged groups
• Priority 2 – Develop a skilled and adaptable workforce; to develop a skilled and adaptable workforce by reducing the    
 number of workers without basic skills, increasing qualifications at levels 2 and 3, reduce gender segregation in the   
 workforce, and develop managers and workers in small enterprises.

Programme value: £76m over 2011-2013.

Intervention rate: ESF is accessed through Co-financing Organisations (CFOs) that supply match funding. South East regional 
CFO tendering opportunities can be found at: www.esf2008-2011-se.org.uk.

Partnership requirements: no partners required.

Participants: any legally constituted organisation.

Call schedule: not yet known.

Website: seeda.co.uk/what-we-do/european-investment/esf 

National contact point: David Oatley, European Social Fund Division, david.oatley@jiu.gsi.gov.uk, tel: 0114 294 3143.

European Regional Development Fund 
and European Social Fund
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Eco-Innovation

What it funds: Within the framework of the Competitiveness and Innovation Programme, Eco-Innovation supports the first application 
and further market uptake of some of the best eco-innovative products and services in Europe, and helps overcome those critical barriers 
that still hamper their commercial success.  Eco-Innovation supports projects in different sectors to prevent or reduce environmental 
impacts or to contribute to the optimal use of resources. 

Specific priorities are:
• Materials recycling
• New recycling solutions for specific sectors
• Business innovations that strengthen competitiveness of recycling industries
• Building & construction
• Food & Drink, e.g. Innovative processes reducing environmental impact
• Greening business & 'smart' purchasing.

Programme value: €200m over 2007-2013.

Intervention rate: up to 50% of eligible costs (or up to 35% for sub-contracting).

Partnership requirements: a single partner can apply but showing European added-value through partnership is likely to help the proposal. 

Participants: public or private legal entities (SMEs are prioritised).

Call schedule: calls are generally published every May, and every call has a budget of around €30m.

Website: ec.europa.eu/environment/etap/ecoinnovation

National contact point: no NCP in UK – contact European Commission Executive Agency for Competitiveness and Innovation 
ec.europa.eu/environment/eco-innovation

LIFE+

What it funds: LIFE+ is the EU’s financial instrument supporting environmental and nature conservation projects in the EU, as 
well as some Candidate, Acceding and Neighbouring countries. It focuses on providing specific support for the development and 
implementation of Community environmental policy and legislation. 

LIFE+ comprises three components:
• LIFE+ Nature & Biodiversity
• LIFE+ Environment Policy & Governance
• LIFE+ Information & Communication. 

Programme value: €2bn over 2007-2013.

Intervention rate: up to 50% of eligible costs or up to 75% for priority habitats or species under the Nature and Biodiversity strand.

Partnership requirements: projects can have a single beneficiary or a partnership.

Participants: public or private legal entities.

Call schedule: the next call is scheduled for February 2011. The 2010 call was worth €243m.

Website: ec.europa.eu/environment/life

National contact point: Jemma Ferguson, Beta Technology Ltd., jemma.ferguson@betatechnology.co.uk, tel: 01302 322 633

Energy, Environment & Marine
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Intelligent Energy Europe (IEE)

What it funds: IEE funds local energy agencies and projects to contribute to secure, sustainable and competitively priced energy for 
Europe, by providing for action to:
• foster energy efficiency and the rational use of energy resources
• promote new / renewable energy sources and support energy diversification
• promote energy efficiency and new/renewable energy sources in transport.

In operational terms the IEE Programme aims to:
• provide the elements necessary to improve sustainability and development of the potential of cities and regions and the  
 preparation of the legislative measures needed to attain the related strategic objectives
• boost investment in new and best performing technologies in energy efficiency, renewables and energy diversification,  
 including transport, by bridging the gap demonstration and take-up 
• remove non-technological barriers to efficient patterns of energy production and consumption, promoting institutional   
 capacity building, raising awareness.

Programme value: €730m over 2007-2013.

Average project size: €0.5m - €2.5m.

Intervention rate: up to 75%of eligible costs.

Partnership requirements: at least three partners from three eligible countries.

Participants: public or private legal entities.

Call schedule: Annual call. The 2011 call will be launched in mid-January and is likely to close in April 2011 and has a budget of €57m.

Website: ec.europa.eu/energy/intelligent/index_en

National contact point: Helen Fairclough, Energie Helpline UK, energie@enviros.com , tel: 0161 874 3636.

Seventh Framework programme (FP7) Energy

What it funds: The objective of energy research under FP7 is to aid the creation and establishment of the technologies necessary 
to adapt the current energy system into a more sustainable, competitive and secure one. 

Emphasis will be given to the following activities:
• Hydrogen and fuel cells
• Renewable electricity generation
• Renewable fuel production
• Renewable sources for heating and cooling
• CO2 capture and storage technologies for zero emission power generation
• Clean Coal Technologies 
• Smart energy networks
• Energy efficiency and savings
• Knowledge for energy policy-making. 

Programme value: €2.35bn over 2007-2013.

Intervention rate: normally 50% of eligible costs but can be up to 75% for SMEs, non-profit organisations, public bodies and 
research organisations.

Partnership requirements: at least three partners from at least two eligible countries.

Participants: public or private legal entities (international co-operation is also possible in FP7).

Call schedule: annual calls normally in July.

Website: cordis.europa.eu/fp7/energy/home_en  /  https://ktn.innovateuk.org/web/fp7uk

National contact point: Helen Fairclough, Energie Helpline UK, energie@enviros.com, tel: 0161 874 3636.
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Seventh Framework programme (FP7) Environment

What it funds: The main objective of research for the environment under FP7 is to promote sustainable management of both man-made 
and natural environment and its resources. 

Funded actions focus on:
• Predicting climate, ecological, earth and ocean systems changes 
• Tools and technologies for monitoring, prevention and mitigation of environmental pressures and risks including on health
• Sustainability of the natural and man-made environment. 

Programme value: €1.9bn over 2007-2013.

Intervention rate: normally 50% of eligible costs but can be up to 75% for SMEs, non-profit organisations, public bodies and 
research organisations.

Partnership requirements: at least three partners from at least two eligible countries.

Participants: public or private legal entities (international co-operation is also possible in FP7).

Call schedule: annual calls normally in July.

Website: cordis.europa.eu/fp7/environment/home_en   /   https://ktn.innovateuk.org/web/fp7uk

National contact point: Catherine Holt, Beta Technology Ltd, catherine.holt@betatechnology.co.uk, tel: 01302 322633.
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Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) - Oceans of Tomorrow

What it funds: Oceans of Tomorrow is a cross-cutting initiative supporting marine research, using funds from a number of FP7 
Themes, including Transport, Environment, Energy, Biotechnology and Food, Agriculture and Fisheries. There have been two calls 
so far with at least one more call anticipated. 

Programme value: The 2011 call had a budget of €45m. There is no over all budget.

Intervention rate: normally 50% of eligible costs but can be up to 75% for SMEs, non-profit organisations, public bodies and 
research organisations.

Partnership requirements: at least three partners from at least two eligible countries.

Participants: public or private legal entities (international cooperation is also possible in FP7).

Call schedule: annual calls normally in July.

Website: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/dc/index.cfm?fuseaction=UserSite.FP7CallsPage  /  https://ktn.innovateuk.org/web/fp7uk 

National contact point: For transport: Cliff Funnell, cliff.funnell@ncp-sst.org.uk, tel: 01243 552921. 
For Energy: Helen Fairclough, Energie Helpline UK, energie@enviros.com , tel: 0161 874 3636. 
For Environment: Catherine Holt, Beta Technology Ltd., catherine.holt@betatechnology.co.uk, tel: 01302-322633. 
For Agriculture, Food and Fisheries: Tim Willis, BBSRC, tim.willis@bbsrc.ac.uk tel: 01793 413247. 
For Biotechnology: Christopher Barker, Defra, christopher.g.barker@defra.gsi.gov.uk tel: 0207 2381629. 



ICT Policy Support Programme (ICT PSP)

What it funds: The ICT PSP is part of the Competitiveness and Innovation Programme (CIP). It stimulates innovation and 
competitiveness through wider uptake and best use of ICT by citizens, governments and businesses and, in particular, SMEs. It 
helps develop lead markets for innovative ICT-based solutions in areas of public interest. This will open a wide range of new business 
opportunities, in particular for innovative SMEs that provide such solutions.

Programme value: €728m over 2007-2013, the 2010 call budget was €107m

Intervention rate: normally 50% of eligible costs, up to 80% of direct costs for Best Practice Networks (no overheads). 

Partnership requirements: For Pilot A, six relevant national administrations or legal entities acting on their behalf from six 
Member States. For Pilot B, four public or private legal entities from four Member States. For Best Practice Networks or Thematic 
Networks, seven public or private legal entities from seven Member States. 

Participants: Public or private legal entities, relevant national administrations.

Call schedule: annual calls in the first quarter of the year.

Website: ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/ict_psp

National contact point: Peter Walters, TUV/NEL Management Consulting, pwalters@tuvnel.com, tel: 01932 251260.

Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) ICT

What it funds: The objective of ICT research under FP7 is to improve the competitiveness of European industry, and ensure that 
future development of these technologies meets the demands of Europe’s society and economy .

Programme value: €9.1bn over 2007-2013.

Intervention rate: normally 50% of eligible costs but can be up to 75% for SMEs, non-profit organisations, public bodies and 
research organisations.

Partnership requirements: at least three partners from at least two eligible countries.

Participants: public or private legal entities (international co-operation is also possible in FP7).

Call schedule: annual calls, normally in July.

Website: cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict

National contact point: Peter Walters, TUV/NEL Management Consulting, pwalters@tuvnel.com, tel: 01932 251260.

ICT, Digital and Creative 
Industries
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European Creative Industries Alliance

What it funds: This programme is due to be launched in 2011. Its broad objectives are to design better policies, develop a pan-
European information service for companies and to experiment with new and better forms of business support. Three types of pilot 
action are planned: 
• Better innovation support 
• Better access to finance
• Better cluster excellence and co-operation.

Programme value: it is expected that €10m will be made available from the Competitiveness and Innovation Programme (CIP), 
with approximately €4.5m for pilot actions.

Intervention rate: up to 50% of eligible costs (to be confirmed).

Partnership requirements: three partners from three CIP countries (to be confirmed).

Participants: check work programme – will differ according to pilot action.  

Call schedule: The first call is planned for early 2011 with an information day anticipated in February 2011.

Website: there is no programme website yet but more information should become available at: proinno-europe.eu/promotion-
pro-inno-europe-results/events/information-session-new-initiative-towards-european-creativ  

National contact point: None yet available. European Commission lead officer - Mette Quinn, mette.quinn@ec.europa.eu 

MEDIA 2007 Programme

What it funds: The MEDIA Programme has three main objectives. It aims to preserve and enhance Europe's cultural and linguistic diversity 
and its cinema and audiovisual heritage, guarantee public access to it and promote intercultural dialogue. It seeks to increase the 
circulation and audience of European audiovisual works inside and outside the EU. It also aims to boost the competitiveness of the 
European audiovisual sector in an open and competitive market that encourages employment.

The MEDIA Programme has five main strands: 
• Training
• Promotion
• Distribution
• Producer’s support
• Pilots.

Programme value: €755m over 2007-2013 (2010 Work Programme budget was €112m).

Average project size: €10,000 - €1m.

Partnership requirements: differs according to strands – not all need partners.

Participants: legal entities, check calls for specific eligibility criteria.

Intervention rate: up to 50% of eligible costs or up to 75% in exceptional cases.

Call schedule: Call schedules differ according to different strands. Multiple calls each year covering different strands. 

Website: mediadeskuk.eu/funding

National contact point: Agnieszka Moody, Director MEDIA Desk UK, england@mediadeskuk.eu, tel: 0207 861 7511.
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Culture Programme 2007-2013

What it funds: The aim is to encourage and support cultural co-operation within Europe in order to bring the European common 
cultural heritage to the fore. The Programme mainly promotes transnational mobility of cultural players, transnational circulation or 
artistic and cultural works and products and intercultural dialogue and exchange. 

The programme has six strands:
• Support for cultural projects
• Co-operation projects
• Literary translation projects
• Co-operation projects with Third Countries
• Support to European cultural festivals
• Framework partnership (three years) for European cultural festivals.

Programme value:  €400 over 2007-2013.

Average project size:  between €20,000 and €500,000.

Partnership requirements: differs according to strands - not all need partners.  

Participants:  public or private organisations with legal status, whose principal activity is in the cultural sphere, that have their 
registered legal seat in one of the eligible countries.

Intervention rate:  up to 50% or 60% of eligible costs depends on the strand.    

Call schedule: Calls are published annually and close in February, May, September, October and November, according to strand.

Website: eacea.ec.europa.eu/culture/funding/2011/index_en.php  

National contact point: Cultural Contact Point UK, Institute of Contemporary Art, info@culturefund.eu, tel: 020 7960 9637.
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Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) Transport - aerospace

What it funds: The central objective of transport research under FP7 is to develop safer, greener and smarter transport systems 
for Europe that will benefit citizens, respect the environment, and increase the competitiveness of European transport industries in 
the global market. 

Aeronautics priorities will be: 
• Reduction of emissions, work on engines and alternative fuels
• Air traffic management, safety aspects of air transport
• Environmentally efficient aviation.

Programme value: €4.16bn over 2007-2013.

Intervention rate: normally 50% of eligible costs but can be up to 75% for SMEs, non-profit organisations, public bodies and research 
organisations.

Partnership requirements: at least three partners from at least two eligible countries.

Participants: public or private legal entities (international co-operation is also possible in FP7).

Call schedule: annual calls.

Website: cordis.europa.eu/fp7/co-operation/transport_en   /   https://ktn.innovateuk.org/web/fp7uk

National contact point: Gill Richards, GR Aero Ltd, Gill.Richards.dti@btinternet.com, tel: 01908 583916 (aeronautics only).

Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) Space

What it funds: The aim of the Space theme under FP7 is to support a European Space Programme focusing on applications such as 
"Global monitoring for environment and security" (GMES) with benefits for citizens and for the competitiveness of the European space industry. 

Emphasis will be given to the following activities:
• Space-based applications serving European society - developing satellite observation systems and the GMES services for  
 the management of the environment, security, agriculture, forestry and meteorology, civil protection and risk management
• Exploration of space - provision of support for collaborative initiatives between European Space Agency or national space  
 agencies, as well as coordinating efforts for the development of space-borne telescopes 
• Strengthening Space foundations - support research for long-term needs such as space transportation, bio-medicine, life  
 and physical sciences in space.

Programme value: €1.4bn over 2007-2013.

Intervention rate: normally 50% of eligible costs but can be up to 75% for SMEs, non-profit organisations, public bodies and 

research organisations.

Partnership requirements: at least three partners from at least two eligible countries.

Participants: public or private legal entities (international co-operation is also possible in FP7).

Call schedule: annual calls.

Website: cordis.europa.eu/fp7/co-operation/space_en   /   https://ktn.innovateuk.org/web/fp7uk

National contact point: Gill Richards, GR Aero Ltd, space@fp7uk.co.uk, tel: 01908 583916. 

Transport, Aerospace 
and Space funds
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Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) Transport - Waterborne Surface Transport

What it funds: 

Programme value: €92-107m over 2011-2013.

Intervention rate: normally 50% of eligible costs but can be up to 75% for SMEs, non-profit organisations, public bodies and 
research organisations.

Partnership requirements: at least three partners from at least two eligible countries.

Participants: public or private legal entities (international cooperation is also possible in FP7).

Call schedule: annual calls are normally launched in July.

Website: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/cooperation/transport_en.html    /    https://ktn.innovateuk.org/web/fp7uk 

National contact point: Cliff Funnell, cliff.funnell@ncp-sst.org.uk, tel: 01243 552921.

Marco Polo II

What it funds: Marco Polo seeks to ease congestion in transport corridors and, where appropriate, shift freight from road to more envi-
ronmentally friendly modes, such as short sea shipping, rail and inland waterways. The programme is aimed at industry. Projects must 
involve a cross-border route.

Programme value: €450m over 2007-2013 (2010 budget was €64m)

Intervention rate: 35%, or up to 50% for learning actions, of eligible costs. Intervention is at a rate of €2.00 per tonne-kilometre of 
modal shift, with minimum thresholds of total tonne-kilometres for different actions.  

Partnership requirements: Single entities or consortia, but actions must take place in at least two Member States (must be a 
cross-border route). 

Participants: public or private commercial legal entities.

Call schedule: annual calls are normally launched in July.

Website: http://ec.europa.eu/transport/marcopolo/about/index_en.htm 

National contact point: contact the Marco Polo helpdesk in Brussels at eaci-marco-polo-helpdesk@ec.europa.eu or on +32 2 29 50924.
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Trans-European Networks for Transport (TEN-T)

What it funds: The TEN-T consists of hundreds of projects – defined as studies or works – whose ultimate purpose is to ensure 
the cohesion, interconnection and interoperability of the trans-European transport network, as well as access to it. TEN-T projects, 
which are located in every EU Member State, include all modes of transport. The 30 TEN-T network priority projects have been 
identified on the basis of proposals by Member States and have been judged to be of European significance. 

Programme value:  €8bn over 2007-2013.

Intervention rate: for annual calls, up to 50% for studies and up to 10% for infrastructure.

Partnership requirements: no partners required but projects must be on, or feed into, a TEN-T corridor. 

Participants: TEN-T funding opportunities are open to all EU Member States or, with the agreement of the Member States concerned, 
international organisations, joint undertakings, or public/private undertakings or bodies. Department for Transport is the relevant UK 
decision-making body.

Call schedule: each year a multi-annual call and an annual call are launched. The multi-annual call is designed to give impetus to 
the TEN-T Priority Projects and covers 80-85% of the TEN-T budget. The annual calls are complementary funding addressing issues, 
such as bottlenecks on the network, and are worth 15-20% of the TEN-T budget. Annual calls are normally launched in April - May. 

Website: tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/ten-t_projects

National contact point: TEN-T Executive Agency Brussels, tent-agency@ec.europa.eu, tel: +32 (0)2 295 4261 or Department for 
Transport, ten-t@dft.gsi.gov.uk

CIVITAS Plus II 
  
What it funds: This is the second part of the CIVITAS programme, which supports innovation in sustainable urban transport. It is 
part of the FP7. CIVITAS Plus II will support two collaborative, city-led projects and a smaller project to provide coordination and support. 

Objectives: 
• to promote and implement sustainable, clean and (energy) efficient urban transport measures
• to implement integrated packages of technology and policy measures in the field of energy and transport in 8 categories of measures 
• to build up critical mass and markets for innovation

Key elements of CIVITAS
• CIVITAS is co-ordinated by cities: it is a programme “of cities, for cities”
• Cities are at the heart of local public private partnerships
• Political commitment is a basic requirement
• Cities are living ‘Laboratories’ for learning and evaluating

Programme value:  €18m over 2012 – 2016 (this call only)

Expected project size: Indicative €3m to €4m allocated to the Coordination and Support Action; remainder for up to two 
Collaborative Projects.

Intervention rate: variable rates between 50% and 100% for different bodies and activities. Large-scale infrastructure investments 
will not be co-financed; co-financing of infrastructure and equipment will be limited to innovation element. 

Partnership requirements: consortia of at least three legal entities from EU Member or Accession States, no two of which are 
established in the same Member State or Accession States, and should include “leading” and “learning” cities. A good geographic 
spread is required. At least one lead city should come from a region under rapid development (not necessarily a convergence 
region – could be a region undergoing major structural change that will impact significantly on urban transport). 

Participants: This call is aimed at small and medium-sized cities. Previous CIVITAS participants may apply. Normal FP7 rules on 
legal entities apply. 

Call schedule: this is the only expected call and is now open, closing 12 April 2011. 

Website: civitas.eu 

National contact point: Civitas Secretariat, secretariat@civitas.eu 
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EU Health Programme

What it funds: The Programme supports health-promoting and preventive actions that address major health determinants e.g., 
nutrition, physical activity, or smoking. 

The Programme's objectives are
• to improve citizens' health security
• to promote health, including the reduction of health inequalities
• to generate and disseminate health information and knowledge.

Programme value: €321m over 2007-2013. The 2010 call budget was nearly €13m.

Intervention rate: up to 60% of eligible costs or up to 80% in cases of ‘exceptional utility’. 

Partnership requirements: Partners from at least two countries but projects have 6-10 partners on average. 

Participants: Research institutes and universities; public authorities; NGOs; commercial firms.

Call schedule: Annual call, the next call is expected in January / February 2011.

Website: ec.europa.eu/health/programme/how_does_it_work

National contact point: not yet nominated. Contact the EU Executive Agency for Health and Consumers at eahc@ec.europa.eu, 
tel: +352-4301-32015. 

Ambient Assisted Living Programme (AAL)

What it funds: This is a Member-State driven programme and funds R&D but not as part of FP7. The objective of the AAL Joint 
Programme is to enhance the quality of life of older people and strengthen the industrial base in Europe through the use of Information 
and Communication Technologies (ICT). For example, the 2010 call was entitled “ICT-based solutions for Advancement of Older Persons’ 
Independence and Participation in the Self-Serve Society”.

Programme value: €700m over 2007-2013. The 2010 call budget was €54.6m.

Average project size: between €1m and €7m.

Intervention rate: 50% of eligible costs.

Partnership requirements: minimum three and maximum 10 partners from three eligible countries, one of which must be a business, 
one of which must be an SME (which can also be the business partner) and one of which must be an end-user.

Participants: public or private legal entities.

Call schedule: annual call between May and August.

Website: aal-europe.eu 

National contact point: Graham Mobbs, Technology Strategy Board, graham.mobbs@tsb.gov.uk, tel: 01793 442763 

Health and Healthcare 
Technologies
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Seventh Framework programme (FP7) Health

What it funds: There are three pillars to the EU’s funding for healthcare research and development projects:
• Biotechnology, generic tools and medical technologies for human health
• Translating research for human health
• Optimising the delivery of healthcare to European citizens.

Programme value: €6.1bn over 2007-2013.

Intervention rate: normally 50% of eligible costs but can be up to 75% for SMEs, non-profit organisations, public bodies and 
research organisations.

Partnership requirements: at least three partners from at least two eligible countries.

Participants: public or private legal entities (international co-operation is also possible in FP7).

Call schedule: annual calls normally in July.

Website: cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/home_en   /   https://ktn.innovateuk.org/web/fp7uk 

National contact point: Graham Hughes, Beta Technology Ltd, health@fp7uk.co.uk, tel: 01302 322633 or Victoria Brewer, Medical 
Research Council, victoria.brewer@headoffice.mrc.ac.uk, tel: 0207 6705418 
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Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs Programme

What it funds: Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs aims to help new EU entrepreneurs enrich their experiences as well as learn and 
network by spending periods in enterprises run by experienced entrepreneurs in other EU Member States. By awarding grants to 
promote the mobility of new entrepreneurs, the Commission’s specific objectives are:
• To provide on-the-job-training for new entrepreneurs in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) elsewhere in the EU  
 in order to facilitate a successful start-up and development of their business ideas
• To foster sharing of experience and information between entrepreneurs on the obstacles and challenges of starting up and  
 developing their businesses
• To enhance market access and identification of potential partners for new and established businesses in other EU countries
• To support networking between entrepreneurs from different Member States by building on knowledge and experience  
 from other European countries.

Programme value: €4.3m over 2008 - 2011. 

Average project size: €78,000 - €140,000 in 2008 and €40,000 - €140,000 in 2009.

Intervention rate: up to 90%.

Partnership requirements: individually or in partnership composed of at least two entities from one or several Member States.

Participants: any public or private entity whose core activity is in the field of business support.

Call schedule: the next call will be launched in the first or the second quarter of 2011, probably in April / May and closing in June 2011.

Website: erasmus-entrepreneurs.eu

National contact point: a list of UK intermediary organications can be found at: erasmus-entrepreneurs.eu. Alternatively contact the 
Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs Support Office, support@erasmus-entrepreneurs.eu, tel: +32 (0)2 282 08 73.

Erasmus for Higher Education

What it funds:  Erasmus funds co-operation between higher education institutions across Europe. The programme not only 
supports students, but also professors and business staff who want to teach abroad, as well as helping university staff to receive 
training. An overriding aim of the programme is to help create a ‘European Higher Education Area’ and foster innovation throughout 
Europe. In addition to exchange actions (‘transnational mobility’), Erasmus helps higher education institutions work together through 
intensive programmes, networks and multilateral projects.

Programme value: An annual budget of €450m over 2007-2013.

Intervention rate:  an average of 75%, depending on the activity.

Partnership requirements: vary according to activity.   

Participants: public, semi-public or private bodies and institutions who are involved in higher education or concerned by higher 
education issues,  has to be recognised by the national authorities as eligible and  has to have obtained an Erasmus University Charter 
from the European Commission.

Call schedule:  29 April 2011

Website: ec.europa.eu/education/lifelong-learning-programme

National contact point: British Council Cardiff Office, erasmus@britishcouncil.org, tel: 029 2092 4311

Lifelong Learning
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Grundtvig (adult education)

What it funds: The Grundtvig programme aims to provide adults with more ways to improve their knowledge and skills, facilitate 
their personal development and boost their employment prospects. Its main objectives are to:
• increase the number of people in adult education to 25,000 by 2013, and improve the quality of their experience, whether at home or abroad
• improve conditions for mobility so that at least 7,000 people per year can benefit from adult education abroad by 2013
• improve the quality and amount of co-operation between adult education organisations
• develop innovative adult education and management practices, and encourage widespread implementation
• ensure that people on the margins of society have access to adult education, especially older people and those who left education 

without basic qualifications
• support innovative ICT-based educational content, services and practices. 

Programme value:  €415 million over 2007 - 2013.

Intervention rate: Variable rates for different Grundtvig measures. For larger projects (managed by the Executive Agency in Brussels) 
up to 75% of eligible costs may be funded. For smaller-scale activities (managed by Ecorys in the UK) anything up to 100% may be funded. 

Partnership requirements: A minimum of two to ten partners, depending on the measure, at least one of them from an EU 
Member State.

Participants: Legal entities, organisations and individuals involved in the non-vocational adult education sector.

Call schedule: The annual work programme for the Lifelong Learning Programme is published each autumn. The next Grundtvig 
call is for in-service training and will be published in January 2011.

Website:   ec.europa.eu/education/lifelong-learning-programme.

National contact point:  Ecorys, Grundtvig@uk.ecorys.com, tel: 0845 199 1919

Comenius (schools)

What it funds: The Comenius Programme focuses on all levels of school education, from pre-school and primary to secondary 
schools. It is relevant for everyone involved in school education; mainly pupils and teachers but also local authorities, representatives 
of parents’ associations, non-governmental organisations, teacher training institutes and universities. It has two main objectives. 
The first is to develop knowledge and understanding among young people and education staff of the diversity of European cultures 
and languages, and the value of this diversity. The second is to help young people to acquire basic life-skills and competences for 
their personal development, for future employment and for active European citizenship. 

There are four Comenius strands: 
• School partnerships
• In-service training
• Assistant placements
• Regio Partnerships
• Centralised projects.

Programme value: €900m over 2007 - 2013 (80% for mobility and partnerships).

Intervention rate: differs according to strand.

Partnership requirements: two or three schools are required for bilateral or multilateral School Partnership projects.

Participants: local or regional authorities, private or public organisations, teaching assistants.

Call schedule: annual call at the beginning of the year.

Website:   britishcouncil.org/comenius 

National contact point: British Council, comenius@britishcouncil.org, tel: 0161 957 7755.
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Leonardo da Vinci (Vocational Education and Training (VET))

What it funds: Leonardo funds practical projects in the field of VET, covering many different types of activities of varying scales. 
The people able to benefit from the Programme range from trainees in initial vocational training, to people who have already graduated, 
as well as VET professionals and anyone from organisations active in this field. Leonardo da Vinci enables organisations in the 
vocational education sector to work with partners from across Europe, exchange best practices, and increase their staff’s expertise. 

The three areas of action are: 
• mobility initiatives enabling people to train in another country
• co-operation projects to transfer or develop innovative practices
• networks focusing on topical themes in the sector.

Programme value:  €1m over 2007 - 2013.

Intervention rate: the level of grants awarded as well as the duration of the projects vary depending on factors such as the type of 
project and the number of countries involved.

Partnership requirements: Organisations working in the VET sector from different European countries can work together in various 
types of small-scale partnerships. Partnerships should involve businesses (VET schools or institutions but also enterprises, social 
partners or other VET stakeholders).

Participants: individuals in VET including initial and continuing vocational training, other advanced vocational education and 
training at tertiary level, as well as the institutions and organisations providing or facilitating such education and training. Public or 
private organisations co-operating with educational institutions may also take part.

Call schedule: annual call for proposals for projects  

Website: leonardo.org.uk 

National contact point: Ecorys, llp@uk.ecorys.com, tel: 0845 199 2929
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PROGRESS Programme

What it funds: The PROGRESS Programme works alongside the European Social Fund and aims to ensure that EU social policy 
remains on course to face the key policy challenges and concentrate on actions that need a combined European effort. It will work 
to support Member States to ensure they deliver on their commitments to create more and better jobs, to guarantee equal opportunities 
for all and to implement EU laws uniformly. 

Examples of what PROGRESS can fund includes:   
• Europe-wide studies such as research on health and safety at work 
• Collecting statistics on the number of workplace accidents and diseases. Compiling European Labour Force Surveys and  
 disseminating the results 
• Funding European observatories such as the European Employment Observatory (EEO) to track employment policies and  
 labour market trends 
• Training of legal and policy practitioners 
• Creation of networks of national experts, such as legal experts, exchanging and discussing issues raised by EU  
 employment law and its application 
• Funding of EU networks of non-governmental organisations fighting social exclusion and discrimination on grounds of  
 racial origin, age and disability or promoting gender equality 
• Public awareness campaigns on EU social and employment policies and laws, including EU Presidency Conferences and  
 the Social Forum. 

PROGRESS functions more as a tool for procurement of services, such as studies, for the European Commission, in areas where 
the Commission has identified a need, rather than as a funding programme for projects. 

Programme value: € 743m over 2007 - 2013.

Intervention rate: up to 80% with some exceptions.

Partnership requirements: not applicable

Participants: Member States, local and regional authorities, public employment services and national statistics offices. Specialised 
bodies, universities and research institutes, as well as the social partners and non-governmental organisations can participate.

Call schedule: the annual work programme determines the call schedule. In 2010 there were eight calls for proposals and 30 calls 
for tender. 

Website:  ec.europa.eu/social 

National contact point: no national contact point, contact the Commission via the web contact form at: ec.europa.eu/social

Equity financing High-growth and Innovative SME Facility – GIF

What it funds: GIF1 and GIF2 enable SMEs to access venture capital via funds that have signed an agreement with the European 
Investment Fund. The objective is to improve access to finance for the start-up and growth of SMEs and investment in clean technology 
or eco-innovation. 

• GIF1 covers early stage (seed and start-up) by investing in specialised venture capital funds
• GIF2 covers expansion stage investments by investing in specialised risk capital funds

There are four funds currently open in the UK: IP Venture Fund (ICT-Life Sciences); the Environmental Technologies Fund; UMIP 
Premier Fund (ICT-Life Sciences); WHEB Ventures Private Equity Fund II.  

Website: ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/finance/cip-financial-instruments

Contact: List of funds with websites can be found at: access2finance.eu/en/Attachments/List_of_Deals_28_04_2010.pdf

Entrepreneurship, Innovation 
and Social funds
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Promotion and Development of World-class Clusters in Europe

What it funds: This is a new initiative due to be launched in early 2011 with the European Creative Industries Alliance (see ICT, 
Digital and Creative chapter). It will build on the work of the PRO INNO and EUROPE INNOVA programmes, where no further funding 
is anticipated. 
The following three strands: 
• Promote the internationalisation of clusters – fostering international co-operation by supporting the launch of regional or  
 national cluster support measures
• Promote excellence in cluster management - improving cluster management in Europe, by building upon and further   
              developing the work of the European Cluster Excellence initiative
• Promote better policies to develop world-class clusters in Europe - improving the cluster-specific analysis and information  
 provision provided by the European Cluster Observatory to support the development of more world-class clusters in the EU,  
 especially in emerging industries.

Programme value: to be confirmed but likely to be around €5m.

Intervention rate: to be confirmed.

Participants: to be confirmed.

Partnership requirements: to be confirmed.

Call schedule: the first (and possibly only) call is scheduled for early 2011 with an information day anticipated in February 2011.

Website: No website yet, call will be published on PRO INNO website: proinno-europe.eu 

National contact point: no national contact point yet.

SME Guarantee Facility – SMEG

What it funds: SMEG provides loan guarantees to encourage banks to make debt finance available to SMEs. SMEs can access 
debt finance through financial intermediaries that have signed an agreement with the EIF.  
There is currently no intermediary for SMEG in the UK. 

Website: ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/finance/cip-financial-instruments

National contact point: Negotiations are currently ongoing to select a financial intermediary for the UK. It is possible to register for
updates on intermediaries at http://www.access2finance.eu/en/United%20Kingdom/cip/index.htm
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What it funds: The Regions of Knowledge initiative aims to strengthen the research potential of European regions, in particular 
by encouraging and supporting the development, across Europe, of regional ‘research-driven clusters’, associating universities, 
research centres, enterprises and regional authorities. 

Funded activities will include: 
• Analysis, development and implementation of research agendas for regional or cross-border clusters 
• Mentoring of regions with a less-developed research profile by highly developed ones 
• Initiatives to improve integration. 

Programme value: €126m over 2007-2013. 

Intervention rate: 100% of eligible costs but overheads are limited to a maximum of 7%.

Average project size: €1m – €3m. 

Partnership requirements: at least three partners from at least two eligible countries.

Participants: public or private legal entities (international co-operation is also possible in FP7) in the ‘triple helix’ model; one public, 
one private and one research institute partner.  

Call schedule: annual call normally in June closing November.

Website: cordis.europa.eu/fp7/capacities/regions-knowledge_en

National contact point: Jane Watkins, Beta Technology, jwatkins@betatechnology.co.uk, tel: 01302 322633.

Regions of Knowledge
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What are Joint Technology Initiatives? 

Joint Technology Initiatives (JTIs) are Public-Private Partnerships between the Commission and European industry. They are intended 
to implement the strategic research agendas of a limited number of European Technology Platforms (ETPs). ETPs are industry-led 
and provide a framework to define research priorities and ensure adequate funding is available. In these particular ETPs, the 
scale and scope of the objectives is such that loose co-ordination through ETPs and support through the regular instruments of the 
Framework Programme for Research and Development are not sufficient. Instead, effective implementation requires a dedicated 
mechanism that enables the necessary leadership and coordination to achieve the research objectives. There are five JTIs, listed 
below. GMES was originally a JTI but funding is now made available through FP7 Space. 
 
The Commission has not followed a "one size fits all" approach because of the varied nature of the technological challenges, the 
different type of stakeholder relations and the need for tailored financial engineering arrangements.

For an overview of JTIs: cordis.europa.eu/fp7/jtis/about-jti_en

For an overview of ETPs: cordis.europa.eu/technology-platforms/home_en

Embedded Computer Systems – ARTEMIS
The ARTEMIS Joint Undertaking (JU) was established in February 2008. ARTEMIS will implement significant parts of the Strategic 
Research Agenda co-funded by industry, research organisations, participating Member States and the Commission. The ARTEMIS 
JU will manage and co-ordinate research activities through open calls for proposals.

Embedded computing systems are facing heavy competitive pressures from established and newly emerging global players. They 
are becoming increasingly complex and difficult to design and build.  While the US has led the world in the personal computer and 
internet markets in the 1980s and 1990s, Europe has led the revolution in embedded systems. It is strategically important for embedded 
systems to remain one of the strong-holds of European industry. 

Programme value: Anticipated budget €2.7bn over 2008-2013 (2010 call was worth €93m).

Intervention rate: Participants from all Member States - 16.7%. Additional Member State funding can increase this to 50% (not all 
Member States participate, the UK currently does).

Average Project size: €5m+

Partnership requirements: The consortium must be composed of at least three legal entities established in at least three different 
ARTEMIS Member States. The entities must be independent of each other.

Participants: Legal entities in EU 27 or associated countries, as per FP7, SMEs are particularly encouraged. Check calls for specific 
eligibility criteria. Large industry dominates. 

Call schedule: Annual.

Website: artemis-ju.eu

National contact point: Peter Walters, pwalters@tuvnel.com, contact via Business Support Group: tel: 0300 321 4357.

Joint Technology Initatives
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Aeronautics and Air Transport - Clean Sky

This Public-Private Partnership aims to speed up technological breakthrough developments and shorten the time to market for new 
solutions tested on Full-Scale Demonstrators. Clean Sky will encourage the participation of SMEs to ensure their full involvement 
in the programme, therefore offering opportunities to the entire aeronautic supply chain from all EU Member States and Associated 
Countries. This JTI aims to develop breakthrough technologies to improve the impact of air transport on the environment. 

It is based on six technical areas: 
• Smart fixed wing aircraft
• Green regional aircraft
• Green rotorcraft
• Systems for green operations
• Green and sustainable engines
• Eco-design 

Programme value: €1.6bn over 2008-2013, approximately 25% will be allocated via calls for proposals.

Intervention rate: grants at variable rates up to 75%.

Average project size: €5m+.

Partnership requirements: Not applicable, check calls for proposals for details.

Participants: Legal entities in EU 27 or associated countries, as per FP7, SMEs are particularly encouraged. Check calls for specific 
eligibility criteria. Large industry dominates, e.g. Rolls Royce and BAE Systems in UK. 

Call schedule: Approximately four calls per year as and when expertise is needed (they aim to respond to applications within 8 weeks).

Website: cleansky.eu 

National contact point: Ray Kingcombe, BIS, ray.kingcombe@bis.gsi.gov.uk or Clean Sky programme office, Helene Barbier, 
helene.barbier@cleansky.eu 

Nanoelectronics Technologies 2020 – ENIAC

The ENIAC JU was created in February 2008 in order to implement a JTI on Nanoelectronics - a research programme aimed at 
enhancing the further integration and miniaturisation of devices and increasing their functionalities. The ENIAC JU is set up as 
a Public-Private Partnership, bringing together the European Commission and European Member and Associated States with 
AENEAS, the association representing the main R&D actors in Nanoelectronics (companies, research centres and universities) in 
Europe. The ENIAC Joint Undertaking is open to new members.

The task of the ENIAC JU is to coordinate European research in Nanoelectronics by:
• organising calls for proposals 
• managing the execution of research projects. 

Programme value: €3.3bn over 2008-2013, with an average of €50m available annually (the 2010 call budget was €30m).

Intervention rate: Participants from all Member States - 16.7%. Additional funding from ENIAC Member States (currently including 
UK) can increase this to 50%.

Average Project size: €2m – €5m.

Partnership requirements: The consortium must be composed of at least three legal entities established in at least three different 
ARTEMIS Member States. The entities must be independent of each other.

Participants: Legal entities in EU 27 or Associated Countries, as per FP7, SMEs are particularly encouraged. Check calls for 
specific eligibility criteria. Large industry dominates. 

Call schedule: Annual.

Website: eniac.eu 

National contact point:  Peter Walters, pwalters@tuvnel.com, contact via Business Support Group: tel: 0300 321 4357.
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Hydrogen and Fuel Cells - FCH

The FCH JU is a Public-Private Partnership supporting research, technological development and demonstration (RTD) activities in 
fuel cell and hydrogen energy technologies in Europe. Its aim is to accelerate the market introduction of these technologies, realising 
their potential as an instrument in achieving a carbon-lean energy system. 

The three members of the FCH JU are the European Commission, fuel cell and hydrogen industries represented by the NEW Industry 
Grouping and the research community represented by Research Grouping N.ERGHY. Through the FCH JU, the three mem-bers pool 
resources and jointly plan activities in order to overcome barriers to the commercial deployment of fuel cell and hydrogen technologies. 
RTD activities are supported by way of annual competitive calls for proposals, organised according to the strategic priorities set out 
in annual and multi-annual Implementation Plans.

Programme value: €1bn over 2007-2013 (the 2010 call budget was €89.1m).

Intervention rate: up to 50% of eligible costs.

Average Project size: €2m – €5m.

Partnership requirements: At least three independent legal entities from different Member States. At least one member of the 
consortium must be a member of the Fuel Cells JTI Industry Group or Research Group. 

Participants: Legal entities in EU 27 or Associated Countries, as per FP7, SMEs are particularly encouraged. Check calls for specific 
eligibility criteria. Large industry dominates. 

Call schedule: Annual.

Website: ec.europa.eu/research/fch/index_en

National contact point: FCH-JU@fch.europa.eu, tel: +32 (0)2 221 8129.

Innovative Medicines Initiative – IMI

The Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI) is Europe’s largest public-private initiative aiming to speed up the development of better and 
safer medicines for patients. IMI supports collaborative research projects and builds networks of industrial and academic experts in 
order to boost pharmaceutical innovation in Europe. IMI is a joint undertaking between the European Union and the pharmaceutical 
industry association EFPIA.

IMI supports research projects, selected through calls for proposals, in the areas of safety and efficacy, knowledge management 
and education and training.

Programme value: €2bn over 2007-2013 (€1bn from FP7 and €1bn from industry).

Intervention rate: grants at variable rates up to 50%.

Average Project size: €15m (2010 call anticipated projects of between €5m - €20m).

Partnership requirements: Not applicable, check calls for proposals for details.

Participants: Check calls for eligibility criteria.  

Call schedule: Annual.

Website: imi.europa.eu

National contact point: Jill Jones, Medical Research Council, jill.jones@headoffice.mrc.ac.uk, tel: 020 7395 2207.
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European Investment Fund (EIF)

European PROGRESS Microfinance Facility (EPMF)

What it funds: PROGRESS aims to increase access to finance for individuals who have lost or are at risk of losing their job or 
have difficulties entering or re-entering the labour market. It also targets disadvantaged individuals, including people at risk of social 
exclusion. In addition to individuals, EPMF will also support micro-enterprises, including those in the social economy providing 
jobs for the unemployed or the disadvantaged. Financing is made available through eligible financial intermediaries participating in 
the facility. The EIF does not provide direct financing to micro-entrepreneurs, micro-businesses or individuals.

Programme value: €200m.

Eligibility and conditions: The financial intermediary will provide information on specific application requirements and procedures 
in each local market.

Website: eif.org/what_we_do/microfinance/progress

National contact point: The EIF is currently in the process of selecting local financial intermediaries for the UK. Intermediaries will 
be selected by July 2011 and will be listed at: eif.org/progress

JASMINE - Joint Action to Support Microfinance Institutions in Europe

What it funds: The JASMINE pilot had two strands, one for technical assistance and one providing funds for microfinance 
providers. The funding provision has now been replaced with the above European Progress Microfinance Facility. Technical assistance 
is still available from the EIF. This takes the form of an assessment by a specialised rating agency and subsequent training in areas 
where improvement is needed. This may mean helping Micro-Finance Institutions (MFIs) adopt good governance and sound 
management procedures and demonstrate that every part of their business is reliable. How an MFI manages the risk, how it carries 
out strategic planning and the completeness of its information system, is likewise reviewed and improved through training if necessary.

Programme value: Technical assistance will be provided free of charge over 2009 - 2011.

Eligibility and conditions: Technical assistance is available to MFIs.

Website: eif.org/what_we_do/microfinance/JASMINE

National contact point: No UK office, use contact form on website, or tel: +352 42 66 881. 

Mezzanine Facility for Growth

What it funds: The Mezzanine Facility for Growth fund will be invested in hybrid Debt / Equity funds throughout Europe, with a view to 
playing a catalytic role in this market segment. The purpose of this particular asset class is to provide alternative financing to support, for 
instance, shareholding reorganisation or expansion for more mature businesses and late stage or expansion technology companies. It 
can be tailored to meet the specific financing requirements of these companies and in the current market situation where bank lending 
remains limited, it is well adapted to long term financing. EIF is usually involved early in the launch process of mezzanine funds, taking a 
significant participation at first closing. It has a critical role to play in the current fundraising situation.

Programme value: €1bn fund of funds.

Eligibility and conditions: The EIF does not provide any direct finance to companies, projects, or individuals. For equity activity 
their clients are venture capital and mezzanine funds, business angels and incubators.

Website: eif.org/what_we_do/equity/mezzanine/index.htm 

National contact point: No UK office, use contact form on website, or tel: +352 42 66 881 

European Investment Bank 
and European Investment Fund
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European Investment Bank (EIB)

EIB Loans 

What it funds: The EIB lends to large-scale or aggregated projects, normally of at least €100m total project value, in the following 
priority areas: 
• Cohesion and Convergence
• SMEs
• Environmental sustainability 
• Knowledge Economy and Innovation 
• Trans-European Networks (primarily transport)
• Energy (renewables and efficiency, R&D, security and diversification of supply).

Programme value: In 2009 the EIB lent €79bn of project finance, of which 89% was within the EU.

Intervention rate: The EIB lends up to 50% of the total project value.

Partnership requirements: No partners required.

Participants: Varies.

Call schedule: Applications can be made at any time.

Website: eib.org. 

National contact point: EIB London Office, tel: 020 7375 9660.

EIB technical assistance to complement loans – ELENA

What it funds: To facilitate the mobilisation of funds for investments in sustainable energy at local level, the European Commission 
and the European Investment Bank have established the ELENA technical assistance facility (European Local ENergy Assistance), 
financed through the Intelligent Energy-Europe programme and managed by the EIB. ELENA support covers a share of the cost 
for technical support that is necessary to prepare, implement and finance the investment programme, such as updated feasibility 
and market studies, structuring of programmes, business plans, energy audits, preparation for tendering procedures - in short, 
everything necessary to make cities and regions sustainable energy projects ready for EIB funding.

ELENA assistance is managed by the EIB but may facilitate access to EIB finance or finance from another bank.

Programme value: ELENA was launched in 2010 with €15m of funding and it is intended that this amount will increase over time. 

Eligibility and conditions: ELENA is aimed at public authorities without the technical capacity to develop large programmes in 
retrofitting of public and private buildings, sustainable building, energy-efficient district heating and cooling networks, or environmentally 
friendly transport etc.

Call schedule: Applications can be made at any time.

Website: eib.org/products/technical_assistance/elena

National contact point: EIB London Office, tel: 020 7375 9660.
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EIB Guarantees

What it funds: Within the EU the EIB may provide guarantees for senior and subordinated debt. The guarantee is either a standard 
guarantee or debt service guarantee similar to that offered by monoline insurers. Depending on the underlying funding structure of 
the operation, an EIB guarantee may be more attractive than an EIB loan. It can provide:
• higher value-added 
• lower capital charges - under Basel II, EIB guarantees provide a zero-risk weighting to the guaranteed obligation 

In addition, the Loan Guarantee Instrument for TEN Transport is designed to guarantee revenue risks during a limited period following 
construction of TENs projects, notably under a Public-Private Partnership structure.

Programme value: not applicable.

Eligibility and conditions: contact the EIB for detailed information.

Website: eib.org/products/guarantees 

National contact point: EIB London Office, tel: 020 7375 9660.
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The EEN is not a funding stream but is a useful source of information and advice. It is funded by the Competitiveness and Innovation 
Programme, matched by national funding. 

The Enterprise Europe Network South East is a consortium of three organisations with extensive experience of providing support 
to businesses in the region. Its mission is to help more businesses in the South East trade across Europe, by giving high quality 
advice and practical assistance on how to benefit from the opportunities available to them. The South East EEN has links in every 
European Union country plus a number of countries further afield such as Russia and Chile.

The EEN offers the following: 
• Advice and support for companies that want to trade with the rest of Europe, from telephone assistance through to one- 
 to-one handholding. Information on EU regulations, local markets and legislation, European procurement opportunities  
 and EU programmes. EEN takes companies to trade fairs elsewhere in Europe, offering them the chance to meet potential  
 agents, distributors and suppliers face-to-face.

• The network can help businesses access the latest technological innovations from across Europe, source co-development  
 or licensing partners for new products as well as take them a step further to completion of their project with assistance and  
 advice on funding.

• A grant search service for EU funding programmes. EEN can also offer assistance on the Seventh Framework Programme  
 for Research (FP7) a major source of funding for innovation companies.

Website: enterpriseeurope-se.eu 

Contact:  info@enterpriseeurope-se.eu, tel: 0844 725 2244 

Enterprise Europe Network (EEN)
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Current projects

POWER - Interreg IVC

Purpose of project: POWER was formed to help regions deliver ‘low-carbon economies’ and contribute towards meeting the 
EU energy targets. Whilst the projects themselves respond to certain current needs within the regions they operate, with some 
immediate benefits, the end results of their activities will be fed back through a group of policy experts from across all seven 
regions. The experts will analyse the outcomes to ensure that good practices are captured and policy recommendations are fed 
back into the national and regional strategies. 

POWER works through the following themes: Energy Efficiency; Renewable energy; Eco-Innovation and Environmental Technologies; 
Sustainable Transport; Behaviour Change. 

Partners: SEEDA, Andalucia (Spain), Emilia-Romagna (Italy), Malopolska (Poland), Noord-Brabant (the Netherlands), Stockholm 
(Sweden), Tallinn (Estonia).  

Dates: September 2008 - March 2012. 

Budget: £4.52m. 

Website: powerprogramme.eu 

PEOPLE - Interreg IVC

Purpose of project: PEOPLE aims to explore the opportunities for new forms of employment and for improving well-being and 
cohesion in the frame of the demographic and societal changes. It will contribute to reinforcing cohesion and social welfare in the 
participating regions and find solutions to address some of the consequences of the economic downturn. 

There are 6 themes: Reconciliation of Work and Private Life; E-health & Independence; Silver Economy; Social and e-inclusion; 
Social Entrepreneurship; Civil Society Empowerment. 

Partners: SEEDA, Andalucia (Spain), Venezia (Italy), Noord-Brabant (Netherlands), Malopolska (Poland), Stockholm (Sweden) 
and Timis (Romania).

Dates: 2006 - 2013. 

Budget: £3.12m.

Website: peopleproject.eu 

C2C - Interreg IVA Two Seas

Purpose of project: The main aim of the C2C project is to enhance the quality of a few strategic corridors and shipping routes by 
optimising the existing infrastructure and encouraging more sustainable freight transport and inter-modality. To further develop economic 
competitiveness and facilitate trade, C2C responds to the demand of tackling fragmentations in the cross-border logistic supply 
chains by better connecting ports to each other, and to the hinterland they serve. The project will prepare a strategic cross-border 
Port and Transport Infrastructure Investment Framework covering the area of Hampshire, Sussex, Kent, Nord Pas de Calais and 
West Flanders in 2010-2015. It will also increase capacity on a number of strategic freight transport corridors in order to increase 
port and hinterland connectivity and to improve ports’ intermodal functionality (sea and road, rail, inland navigation). 

Partners: SEEDA, Port of Shoreham, Port of Portsmouth, Port of Dover, Regional Council of Nord Pas de Calais (France), Port of Boulogne 
(France), Port of Calais (France), Regional Council of West Flanders (Belgium), Port of Oostende (Belgium), Port of Zeebrugge (Belgium).

Dates: 2008 - 2011. 

Budget: £9.9m (£3.74m ERDF). 

Website: connect2compete.eu

SEEDA European Projects
Past and Present
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CAMIS – Interreg IVA Channel Programme

Purpose of project: Based on the EMDI project's first results, CAMIS aims to draft and implement an integrated maritime policy 
in the Channel space whilst encouraging concrete co-operation schemes between stakeholders. It will set up a strategic framework 
and tools for the maritime governance of the Channel area, provide expertise for the Channel Arc Manche Assembly and decision 
makers in the Channel area, and encourage co-operation that addresses strategic issues at stake (fostering new projects).

Partners: SEEDA, West Sussex County Council, Cornwall County Council, Devon County Council, Kent County Council, Marine 
South East, University of Chichester, Hampshire County Council, Region Haute Normadie (France), Region Bretagne (France), 
Region Basse Normandie (France), Region Picardie (France), Region Nord Pas de Calais (France), Universite de Caen Basse 
Normandie (France), Ifremer Bolougne (France), Bretagne Prospective (France), VIGIPOL (France), Critt Transport et logistique 
(France). 

Dates: 2008 - 2013. 

Budget:  £2.57m (£1.3m  ERDF). 

Website: no dedicated website.

PATCH – Interreg IVA Two Seas

Purpose of project:  Patch aims to upgrade port management skills, improve port operations and foster diversification of activities 
for ports, focusing on high-growth sector opportunities (energy creation, innovative technologies). The goal is to make the maritime 
industry more resilient and adaptable to market change and responsive to entrepreneurship and innovation, especially during and 
after times of economic crisis. In the short-term it will develop opportunities to safeguard maritime employment during the economic 
downturn and upgrade skills by leveraging the individual and collective knowledge, experience and expertise of the partner ports 
staff. Long term it will promote the diversification of activities and boosting the development of new economies in port areas (wind 
and alternative energies industries and the supply chain: freight transport operators, wind-farms producers, spare parts suppliers).  

Partners: SEEDA, Port of Ramsgate (Thanet District Council), Portsmouth Commercial Port, Newhaven Port and Properties Ltd, 
East Sussex County Council, Port of Oostende (Belgium), CCI Calais (Port of Calais, France), Port of Zeebrugge (Belgium), Zeeland 
Seaports (Netherlands)

Dates: 2008 - 2012

Budget: £7.41m (£3.51m ERDF) 

Website: newhavenportauthority.co.uk/news/81-patch-ports-adapting-to-change (no dedicated website) 

InTrade – Interreg IVB North West Europe

Purpose of project: The InTraDE project looks at technology transfer within the area of control and supervision of intelligent transport 
systems as applied in the field of handling within maritime ports. To increase productivity and competetive growth in maritime trade, 
medium- to long-term practical solutions to manage the internal traffic of these disparately-sized ports needs to be found. Increasingly, 
intelligent systems are used in freight transportation. An innovative transport system for internal ports traffic is proposed as part of the 
project. Intelligent transportation systems used in seaports cannot currently adapt to their infrastructure, but rather the infrastructure 
must adapt to them. There is a need for an innovative system that can be used in different environments. 

Partners: SEEDA, National Institute for Transport and Logistics, Dublin Institute of Technology, Liverpool John Moores University, 
Lille University of Science and Technology (France), Institut National de Recherche et Informatique et Automatique (France), Centre 
Régional d’Innovation et de Transfert de Technologie – Transport et Logistique (France), AG Port of Oostende (Belgium).

Dates: 2009 - 2013.

Budget: £5.46m (£2.73m ERDF).

Website: intrade-nwe.eu/transnational-co-operation 
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EMSAC – Regions of Knowledge

Purpose of project: Water resource management is becoming an urgent challenge, for Europe and the world, as populations grow and 
requirements increase. Degradation of our coastal and estuarine waters is of particular concern to policy-makers at regional, national, EU 
and international levels, and increasingly to the public at large. The EMSAC project will address this challenge by ensuring that Europe’s 
knowledge resource is effectively directed towards building the mix of solutions required.

Partners: SEEDA, Marine South East, University Of Southampton, Association Pole Mer Bretagne (France), Bretagne Innovation 
(France), Gothenburg University (Sweden), Holdingbolaget Vid Gothenburg University Ab (Sweden), Toulon Var Technologies (France), 
Bretagne Occidentale University (France), Vastra Gotalands Lans Landsting (Sweden).

Dates:  January 2010 – December 2013.           

Budget: £1.17m.

Website: emsacnet.eu 
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Previous Projects

HSTConnect - Interreg IIIB North West Europe

Purpose of project: This project concentrated on two key issues: developing the secondary public transport system to feed efficiently 
and economically into the primary HST network and making stations better places to travel to, through and from – and to do business 
in. Better accessibility to stations and better station environments help improve economic performance and cultural integration and will 
reduce social exclusion. The HST projects were core contributors to the European Commission’s spatial development expectations 
for transport and connectivity as well as European-wide cross-border access and activity. The project used targeted infrastructure 
investment, as well as extensive research and sharing of best practice, to achieve its aims. 

Partners: SEEDA, South East England Regional Assembly, Reading Borough Council, SEASPACE Hastings & Bexhill Renaissence, 
Kent County Council, Government Office for the South East, Nord Pas de Calais (France), Intercommunale Leiedal (Belgium), Province 
of West Flanders (Belgium), Liège (Belgium), Maastricht (Netherlands), Lille Metropole Communauté Urbaine (France), Aachen (Germany), 
Eindhoven (Netherlands). 

Dates: 2004 - 2008.  

Budget: £15.1m (£6.4m ERDF). 

Website: hstconnect.net 

HSTintegration - Interreg IIIB North West Europe

Purpose of project: The primary aim of the project was to enhance the high-speed rail network across North West Europe through 
targeted infrastructure investment, upgrading station environments and accessibility, and creating multi-modal transport hubs. The 
project investigated and demonstrated how HST stations and station area developments could serve the internal cohesion and 
external strength and competitiveness of North West Europe. It promoted a sound, complementary polynuclear backbone for North 
West Europe, served local needs and development perspectives of partners’ areas and addressed issues at local and transnational levels. 

Partners: 24 strategic and investment partners in England, France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany. 

Dates: 2004 - 2008. 

Budget: £23.5m (£11.6m ERDF).

Website: hstintegration.net

IMPACTE – Interreg IIIB North West Europe

Purpose of project: IMPACTE promoted and supported sustainable port-based development and distribution of freight, focusing 
on economic, social and environmental benefits. It included small-scale investments in port infrastructure and feasibility works, 
improving intermodal port access. Through research, the project raised the profile of ports and their contribution to the regional, 
national and European economy. Specific aims included: developing rail services from ports for international freight traffic, based on 
small-scale investments in rail terminals at (or close to) ports; developing longer-distance short-sea shipping services between the 
UK and the continental mainland based on small-scale investments in Roll-on/Roll-off terminals; quantifying the existing economic 
impact of ports and promote the economic development role of ports in the public policy arena. 

Partners: SEEDA, ABP Southampton, Southampton City Council, Port of Portsmouth, Kent County Council, Port of Dover, Thurrock 
Council, Thames Gateway South Essex Partnership, Port of Ramsgate, Advantage West Midlands, East of England Development 
Agency, Cornwall County Council, Maritime Plymouth, Plymouth City Council, University of Plymouth, South West Regional Ports 
Association, South West Regional Development Agency, South West Regional Ports Association, The Rail Freight Group, Chamber of 
Commerce Calais (France), Region Nord Pas de Calais (France), Chamber of Commerce Dieppe (France), Chamber of Commerce of 
West Flanders (Belgium), Port of Oostende (Belgium), Port of Zeebrugge (Belgium), Province of West Flanders (Belgium), AMRIE.

Dates: June 2005-2008

Budget: £13.1m (£3.9m ERDF) 

Website: impacte-project.net 
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FINESSE - Interreg IIIB North West Europe
Purpose of project: The objective of FINESSE was to develop sustainable freight transport services between South East England, 
France and Belgium, including rail-ferry services and hinterland connections. It entailed research and practical preparations 
for sustainable, intermodal transport and logistical operations, in particular by way of transferring freight onto rail-ferries between 
Dover and Calais and shipping containers and trailers. The partners carried out feasibility studies, developed business plans, 
designed marketing tools and negotiated with potential operators. The project brought together port authorities, regional authorities 
and chambers of commerce to co-ordinate strategies across the English Channel/La Manche region and between its port network. 

Partners: SEEDA, Dover Harbour Board, Dover District Council, Kent County Council, Port Authority of Bruges-Zeebrugge (Belgium), 
Province of West Flanders (Belgium), Conseil Regional Nord Pas de Calais (France), Port of Calais / Chambre de Commerce et de 
l’Industrie de Calais (France), Port Autonome de  Dunkerque (France), Port of Boulogne / Chambre de Commerce et de l’Industrie de 
Boulogne (France).

Dates: September 2002 - January 2006. 

Budget: £650,000 (£325,000 ERDF).  

Website: 3b.nweurope.eu/page/projet.php?p=&id=474  

BIOSMILE – Interreg IIIB

Purpose of project: The overall aim of BioSmile was to create a transnational, competitive innovation biotechnology cluster in 
North West Europe. This was in line with the EU’s revised Lisbon Growth Strategy, which promoted high-level technology and 
co-operation between SMEs, universities and businesses. The BioSmile partnership reflected the interdependence between the 
regions within the BioSmile region and their ambition for creating a coherent and polycentric pattern of complementary regions. 
Belgium, the Netherlands, the UK, Germany and France are amongst the leading countries in Biotechnology in the world.

Specific aims were to: 
• stimulate start-ups & facilitate the growth of existing companies 
• create a transnational platform of biotech companies, branch organisations and institutions in the BioSmile region based  
 on existing structures 
• stimulate innovation and entrepreneurship in biotechnology. 

Partners: SEEDA, South East Health Technologies Alliance (SEHTA), The City of Maastricht (Project Leader, Netherlands), BioPartner 
Center Maastricht (Netherlands), BioLiège – University of Liège (Belgium), AGIT mbH – Economic Development Agency for the Aachen 
Region (Germany) FlandersBio (Belgium), Eurasanté (France).

Dates: January 2005 – December 2008.

Budget: £1.9m.

Website: No website.

GROW – Interreg IIIC
Purpose of project: The objective of GROW was to establish a joint mini-programme with high-growth regions in Europe facing the 
same challenges to growth and the same vision. The programme was based on four themes: Environment and sustainable use of 
natural resources (Green Growth); Knowledge, innovation and business dynamism (Business Growth); Vibrant communities and 
social inclusion (Inclusive Growth); Partnership work and management of structural funds. The sub-projects transferred a number of 
good practices. The partner regions agreed to continue joint work post-GROW and several of them combined to develop two new 
programmes; POWER and PEOPLE.  

Partners: South East England (UK), Emilia-Romagna (Italy), Andalucia (Spain), Noord-Brabant (Netherlands), Malopolska (Poland) 
and Stockholm (Sweden).

Dates: June 2005 - December 2007.

Budget: £5m.

Website: grow3c.com 
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Transenterprise - Interreg IIIA

Purpose of project: Transenterprise was a collaborative network of Enterprise Hubs, Regional Incubators and Technopoles 
(clusters)  from Sussex, Surrey, Kent, Nord-pas-de-Calais, Picardie and Upper-Normandy focusing exclusively on knowledge-based 
companies in the life-sciences, healthcare and other knowledge-based sectors (ICT, automotive, environmental technologies etc.).

The main aims of the project were to look at different models of commercialisation of the research and incubation processes and the 
engagement of like-mind community entrepreneurs in cross-border activities in forging links and in providing opportunities for business 
co-operation. The partners achieved this through a series of Best Practice workshops, run alternatively on both sides of the Channel, that 
brought together entrepreneurial companies and the business support community to discuss ways in which support could be tailored to 
suit the needs of SMEs and encourage co-operation between the two sides of the Channel. 

Partners: SEEDA, Surrey Enterprise Hub, Brighton Hub 100, Canterbury Hub, Food Hub, Sittingbourne Hub, UK Trade & Industry, Institut 
de Recherche en Systèmes Electroniques Embarqués (Haute Normandie, France), Centre de Valorisation des Glucides & Produits Naturels 
(Picardie, France), CTCPA (France), Conseil Général de la Somme (France), Ecoles des Mines de Douai (Nord-pas-de-Calais, France) 

Dates: January 2005 - December 2007.

Budget: £838,000.

Website: No website

Connected Cities – Interreg IIIC

Purpose of project: Connected Cities was an investigation into how to provide unrestricted yet sustainable transport and mobility can 
be provided to cities and regions in such a way that it will strengthen their territorial cohesion and improve quality of life. The partners in 
Connected Cities shared their experiences and insights through management and co-ordination, interregional showcase workshops, 
dissemination and communication and through a guide to good practice.

Partners: 25 partners in ten countries: UK (Bristol, SEEDA, Transport for London); Belgium; Bulgaria; France; Germany; Greece; 
Italy; Netherlands; Portugal and Spain.  

Dates: 2005 - 2007. 

Budget: £1m (£624,000 ERDF).

Website: connectedcities.eu

EMDI – Interreg IIIB North West Europe

Purpose of project: The key objective of the project is the further development of the Trans-Manche Atlas, a product of earlier 
co-operation between English and French authorities, into a sophisticated Regional Data Tool that can be used by authorities and 
practitioners across the area. The lead partner on the project, which developed the Atlas using the latest advances in ICT, was the 
Region Haute-Normandie in France. The sharing of data and analysis between the partners helped forge a better understanding 
of the strategic issues facing the areas bordering the channel, fostering greater European integration.

Partners: Southampton Institute; University of Plymouth; West Sussex County Council; Isle of Wight Council; Region Haute-
Normandie (France); Universite de Caen (France); Region Nord-Pas de Calais (France); Region Basse-Normandie (France); 
Region Picardie (France);  AMRIE (Belgium).

Dates: November 2003 - September 2007.

Budget: £1.5m. 

Website: 3b.nweurope.eu/page/projet.php?p=&id=606 
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This is not an exhaustive list of all EU funds available but rather a selection made according to relevance to the South East.  
The information in this guide is correct at the time of publication.
 
This document was produced in-house and at no extra cost to SEEDA. It was compiled by Helen Andrews Tipper, with 
special thanks to Evgeniya Ugrinovich and Martina Kabesova, Erasmus interns from the Metropolitan University of Prague. 
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